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Abstract

Despite the recent success of long-tailed object detec-
tion, almost all long-tailed object detectors are developed
based on the two-stage paradigm. In practice, one-stage
detectors are more prevalent in the industry because they
have a simple and fast pipeline that is easy to deploy. How-
ever, in the long-tailed scenario, this line of work has not
been explored so far. In this paper, we investigate whether
one-stage detectors can perform well in this case. We dis-
cover the primary obstacle that prevents one-stage detec-
tors from achieving excellent performance is: categories
suffer from different degrees of positive-negative imbalance
problems under the long-tailed data distribution. The con-
ventional focal loss balances the training process with the
same modulating factor for all categories, thus failing to
handle the long-tailed problem. To address this issue, we
propose the Equalized Focal Loss (EFL) that rebalances
the loss contribution of positive and negative samples of
different categories independently according to their imbal-
ance degrees. Specifically, EFL adopts a category-relevant
modulating factor which can be adjusted dynamically by
the training status of different categories. Extensive exper-
iments conducted on the challenging LVIS v1 benchmark
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method. With
an end-to-end training pipeline, EFL achieves 29.2% in
terms of overall AP and obtains significant performance
improvements on rare categories, surpassing all existing
state-of-the-art methods. The code is available at https:
//github.com/ModelTC/EOD.

1. Introduction

Long-tailed object detection is a challenging task receiv-
ing increasing attention today. In the long-tailed scenario,
data usually comes with a Zipfian distribution (e.g. LVIS
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Figure 1. Visualization of the training pipeline in one-stage detec-
tors and two-stage detectors. Different shapes indicate different
categories, and their corresponding colors indicate the labels of
the classifier at different stages.

[11]) in which a few head classes contain plenty of instances
and dominate the training process. In contrast, a signifi-
cant number of tail classes are instance-scarce thus perform
poorly. Common solutions to long-tailed object detection
are data resampling [6, 11, 35, 45, 47], decoupled training
[17,25,45], and loss reweighting [39,40,44]. Despite those
successes in alleviating the problem, almost all those detec-
tors are developed based on two-stage approaches popular-
ized by R-CNN [12, 36]. In practice, one-stage detectors
are more appropriate for a realistic scenario than two-stage
ones because they are computationally efficient and easy to
deploy. However, there is no relevant work in this area.

In contrast to two-stage methods that incorporate a re-
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gion proposal network (RPN [36]) to filter out most back-
ground samples before feeding proposals to the final classi-
fier, one-stage detectors directly detect objects over a regu-
lar, dense set of candidate locations. As shown in Fig. 1, the
extreme foreground-background imbalance is introduced in
one-stage detectors due to the dense schema. Combined
with the foreground categories (i.e. foreground samples of
categories) imbalance in the long-tailed scenario, it severely
degrades the performance of one-stage detectors.

Focal loss [27] is a conventional solution to the
foreground-background imbalance problem. It focuses on
the learning of hard foreground samples and reduces the im-
pact of easy background samples with a specialized modu-
lating factor. This loss redistribution technique works well
under the category-balanced distribution but is inadequate
to handle the imbalance problem among foreground cat-
egories in the long-tailed situation. To solve this issue,
we start from the existing solutions (e.g. EQLv2 [39]) in
the two-stage pipeline and adapt them to work with fo-
cal loss together in one-stage detectors. Unfortunately, we
find that these solutions only bring marginal improvements
compared with their applications to two-stage detectors (see
Tab. 1). Then we argue that simply combining existing solu-
tions with focal loss can not address the two types of imbal-
ance problems simultaneously. By comparing the ratio of
positive samples to negative samples in different data dis-
tributions (see Fig. 2), we further realize that the essence of
these imbalance problems is that the positive-negative im-
balance degrees are inconsistent among categories. Rare
categories suffer from more severe positive-negative imbal-
ance than frequent ones, thus requiring more emphasis.

In this paper, we propose Equalized Focal Loss (EFL)
by introducing a category-relevant modulating factor into
focal loss. The modulating factor with two decoupled dy-
namic factors (i.e. the focusing factor and the weighting fac-
tor) deals with the positive-negative imbalance of different
categories independently. The focusing factor determines
the concentration of learning on hard positive samples ac-
cording to the imbalance degree of its corresponding cate-
gory. The weighting factor increases the impact of rare cat-
egories, ensuring that the loss contribution of rare samples
will not be overwhelmed by frequent ones. The synergy of
these two factors enables EFL to overcome the foreground-
background imbalance and the foreground categories im-
balance uniformly in one-stage long-tailed detectors.

We conduct extensive experiments on the challenging
LVIS v1 [11] benchmark. With a simple and effective one-
stage training pipeline, EFL achieves 29.2% AP, surpassing
all existing long-tailed object detection methods. Exper-
imental results on OpenImages [20] also demonstrate the
generalization ability of our method.

To sum up, our key contributions can be summarized as
follows: (1) We are the first to study one-stage long-tailed

object detection. We hope it will inspire the community to
rethink the power and the value of one-stage detectors in
the long-tailed scenario. (2) We propose a novel Equalized
Focal Loss (EFL) that extends the original focal loss with a
category-relevant modulating factor. It is a generalized form
of focal loss that can address the foreground-background
imbalance and foreground categories imbalance simultane-
ously. (3) We conduct extensive experiments on LVIS v1
benchmark, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach. It establishes a new state-of-the-art and can
be well applied to any one-stage detector.

2. Related Work

2.1. General Object Detection

In recent years, benefiting from the great success of con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) [13, 14, 16, 19, 32, 38],
the computer vision community has witnessed a remarkable
improvement in object detection. The modern object de-
tection framework could be roughly divided into two-stage
methods and one-stage methods.

Two-stage methods. With the emergence of Faster R-
CNN [36], two-stage methods [2,3,9,10,12,36] occupy the
dominant position in modern object detection. Two-stage
detectors first generate object proposals by a region pro-
posal mechanism (e.g. Selective Search [43], or RPN [36])
and then perform spatial extraction of feature maps based
on those proposals for further predictions. Thanks to the
proposal mechanism, plenty of background samples are fil-
tered out. Following [36], the classifiers of most two-stage
detectors are trained over a relatively balanced distribution
of foreground and background samples, with a ratio of 1: 3.

One-stage methods. In general, one-stage detectors
[5, 7, 21, 27, 29, 33, 34, 42] have a simple and fast train-
ing pipeline which are closer to real-world applications. In
the one-stage scenario, detectors predict detection boxes
from feature maps directly. The classifiers of one-stage
detectors are trained over a dense set with about 104 to
105 candidates, but only a few candidates are foreground
samples. Extensive studies [29, 37, 50] attempt to ad-
dress the extreme foreground-background imbalance prob-
lem from the hard example mining view or more complex
resampling/reweighing schemes [1]. Focal loss [27] and
its derivatives [22–24] reshape the standard cross-entropy
loss such that they down-weight the loss assigned to well-
classified samples and focus training on hard samples. Ben-
efit from the proposal of focal loss, one-stage detectors
achieve very close performance to two-stage methods with
a higher inference speed. Recently, there are also some at-
tempts [8,18,48,51] to boost the performance from the label
assignment perspective. Our proposed EFL could be ap-
plied well with those one-stage frameworks and bring sig-
nificant performance gains in the long-tailed scenario.
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2.2. Long-Tailed Object Detection

Compared with general object detection, long-tailed ob-
ject detection [30] is a more complex task since it suffers
from an extreme imbalance among foreground categories.
A straightforward solution to the imbalance is to perform
data resampling during training. Repeat factor sampling
(RFS) [11] over-samples the training data from tail classes
while under-samples those from head classes from the im-
age level. Wang et al. [45] train the detector in a decou-
pled way [17] and propose an extra classification branch
with a class-balanced sampler from the instance level. For-
est R-CNN [47] resamples proposals from RPN with dif-
ferent NMS thresholds. Other works [6, 35] implement
data resampling through the meta-learning way or memory-
augmented way. Loss reweighting is another widely used
solution to solve the long-tailed distribution problem. Tan
et al. [40] propose the Equalization Loss (EQL) that allevi-
ates the gradient suppression of head classes to tail classes.
EQLv2 [39] is an upgraded version of EQL which adopts a
novel gradient-guided mechanism to reweight the loss con-
tribution of each category. Wang et al. [46] interpret the
long-tailed distribution problem from a statistic-free per-
spective and propose the adaptive class suppression loss
(ACSL). DisAlign [49] proposes a generalized reweight-
ing method that introduces a balanced class prior to the
loss design. Besides data resampling and loss reweighting,
many splendid works make attempts from different perspec-
tives such as decoupled training [25, 45], margin modifica-
tion [35, 44], and so on [15, 31, 41]. Nevertheless, all those
approaches are developed with two-stage object detectors,
and there has been no relevant work on one-stage detectors
so far. In this paper, we propose the first one-stage solution
to the long-tailed object detection that surpasses all existing
methods in a simple and effective way.

3. Methodology
3.1. Revisiting Focal Loss

In one-stage detectors, focal loss [27] is widely-used to
alleviate the foreground-background imbalance problem. It
rebalances the loss contribution of easy samples and hard
samples, which greatly weaken the influence of most back-
ground samples. Its formula for binary classification is:

FL (pt) = −αt (1− pt)
γ
log (pt) (1)

As declared in [27], the term pt ∈ [0, 1] indicates the pre-
dicted confidence score of an object candidate and the term
αt balances the importance of positive samples and negative
samples. The modulating factor (1− pt)

γ is the key com-
ponent of focal loss. It down-weights the loss of easy sam-
ples and focuses on the learning of hard samples through
the predicted pt and the focusing parameter γ. As men-
tioned in [22], a large number of negative samples are easy
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Figure 2. The ratio of the number of positive samples to neg-
ative samples on LVIS v1 [11] train split and COCO [28]
trainval35k split. We demonstrate the log value of the ra-
tio and align COCO 80 categories with LVIS 1203 categories.
ATSS [48] ia adpoted as the sample selection strategy to distin-
guish between foreground samples and background samples.

to classify while positive samples are usually hard. Hence,
the imbalance between positive samples and negative sam-
ples could be roughly regarded as the imbalance between
hard samples and easy samples. The focusing parameter γ
determines the effect of focal loss. It could be concluded
from Eq. (1) that a large γ will greatly reduce the loss con-
tribution from most negative samples, thus improving the
impact of positive samples. This conclusion indicates that
the higher the imbalance degree between positive samples
and negative samples, the larger the expected value of γ.

When it comes to the multi-class case, focal loss is ap-
plied to C classifiers that act on the output logits trans-
formed by the sigmoid function for each instance. C is the
number of categories which means that a classifier is re-
sponsible for a specific category, i.e. a binary classification
task. Since focal loss equally treats the learning of all cate-
gories with the same modulating factor, it fails to handle the
long-tailed imbalance issue (see Tab. 2).

3.2. Equalized Focal Loss Formulation

In the long-tailed dataset (i.e. LVIS), in addition to the
foreground-background imbalance, the classifier of a one-
stage detector also suffers from the imbalance among fore-
ground categories. As shown in Fig. 2, if we view from
the y-axis, the values of the ratio between positive sam-
ples to negative samples are much less than zero, which
mainly reveal the imbalance between foreground and back-
ground samples. Here we refer to the value of the ratio as
the positive-negative imbalance degree. From the view of
the x-axis, we can see that the imbalance degrees across
categories show great differences, which indicates the im-
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(a) Equalized Focal Loss without the weight factor.
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(b) Equalized Focal Loss with the weight factor.

Figure 3. Comparison of the loss contribution between EFL with (b) and without (a) the weighting factor. xt = (2y − 1)x, where x is the
output predicted logit and y ∈ {0, 1} specific the ground-truth label of the binary classification. σ indicates the sigmoid function. We set
the γb always to be equal to 2 and ignore the impact of αt in EFL. Different colors indicate different categories.

balance among foreground categories. Obviously, in the
balanced data distribution (i.e. COCO), the imbalance de-
gree of all categories are similar. So it is enough to use the
same modulating factor for all categories in focal loss. In
contrast, those imbalance degrees are different in the long-
tailed data situation. Rare categories suffer from more se-
vere positive-negative imbalance than frequent ones. As
presented in Tab. 1, most one-stage detectors perform worse
on rare categories than on frequent ones. It indicates that
the same modulating factor is not suitable for all positive-
negative imbalance problems with different degrees.
Focusing Factor. Based on the above analysis, we pro-
pose the Equalized Focal Loss (EFL) that adopts a category-
relevant focusing factor to address the positive-negative im-
balance of different categories separately. We formulate the
loss of the j-th category as:

EFL (pt) = −αt (1− pt)
γj

log (pt) (2)

where αt and pt are the same as that in focal loss.
The parameter γj is the focusing factor for the j-th cat-

egory, which plays a similar role as γ in focal loss. As
mentioned in Sec. 3.1, different values of the γ correspond
to different degrees of positive-negative imbalance issues.
We adopt a large γj to alleviate the severe positive-negative
imbalance problems in rare categories. And for frequent
categories with slight imbalance, a small γj is appropri-
ate. The focusing factor γj is decoupled into two compo-
nents, specifically a categories-agnostic parameter γb and a
categories-specific parameter γj

v:

γj = γb + γj
v

= γb + s
(
1− gj

) (3)

where γb indicates the focusing factor in a balanced data
scenario that controls the basic behavior of the classifier.
And the parameter γj

v ≥ 0 is a variable parameter asso-
ciated with the imbalance degree of the j-th category. It
determines how much the concentration of learning is on
positive-negative imbalance problems. Inspired by EQLv2
[39], we adopt the gradient-guided mechanism to choose
γj
v . The parameter gj indicates the accumulated gradient

ratio of positive samples to negative samples of the j-th cat-
egory. As mentioned in [39], a large value of gj indicates
the j-th category (e.g. frequent) is trained balanced while a
small value indicates the category (e.g. rare) is trained im-
balanced. To satisfy our requirement of γj , we clamp the
value of gj in the range [0, 1] and adopt 1 − gj to invert
its distribution. The hyper-parameter s is a scaling factor
that determines the upper limit of γj in EFL. Compared
with focal loss, EFL handles the positive-negative imbal-
ance problem of each category independently, which leads
to the performance improvement (see Tab. 3).
Weighting Factor. Even with the focusing factor γj , there
are still two obstacles degrading the performance: (1) For
a binary classification task, a larger γ is suitable to a more
severe positive-negative imbalance problem. While in the
multi-class case, as presented in Fig. 3a, for the same xt, the
larger the value of γ, the smaller the loss. It leads to the fact
that when we want to increase the concentration on learning
a category with severe positive-negative imbalance, we have
to sacrifice part of its loss contribution in the overall train-
ing process. Such a dilemma prevents rare categories from
achieving excellent performance. (2) When xt is small, the
losses of samples from different categories with distinct fo-
cusing factors will converge to a similar value. Actually,
we expect rare hard samples to make more loss contribution
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than frequent hard ones since they are scarce and couldn’t
dominate the training process.

We propose the weighting factor to alleviate the above
problems by re-balancing the loss contribution of different
categories. Similar to the focusing factor, we assign a large
value of the weighting factor for rare categories to raise their
loss contributions while keeping the weighting factor close
to 1 for frequent categories. Specifically, we set the weight-
ing factor of the j-th category to γb+γj

v

γb
to be consistent with

the focusing factor. The final formula of EFL is:

EFL (pt) = −
C∑

j=1

αt

(
γb + γj

v

γb

)
(1− pt)

γb+γj
v log (pt)

(4)
As shown in Fig. 3b, with the weighting factor, EFL sig-
nificantly increases the loss contribution of rare categories.
Meanwhile, it focuses more on the learning of rare hard
samples compared with frequent hard ones.

The focusing factor and the weighting factor make up
the categories-relevant modulating factor in EFL. It enables
the classifier to dynamically adjust the loss contribution of
a sample according to its training status pt and its corre-
sponding category status γj . As presented in Sec. 4.3, both
focusing factor and weighting factor play significant roles
in EFL. Meanwhile, in the balanced data distribution, EFL
with all γj

v = 0 is equivalent to focal loss. Such an appeal-
ing property makes EFL could be applied well with differ-
ent data distributions and data samplers.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings

Dataset. We perform our experiments on the challenging
LVIS v1 [11] dataset. LVIS is a large vocabulary benchmark
for long-tailed object recognition, which contains 1203 cat-
egories. Following the common practice [39, 44], all 100k
images with about 1.3M instances in the train split are
used for training, and all 20k images in the val split are
used as validation for the analysis. The categories in the
LVIS v1 dataset are divided into three groups according to
the numbers of images that appear in the train split: rare
categories (1-10 images), common categories (11-100 im-
ages), and frequent categories (>100 images).
Evaluation Metric. The results of object detection are eval-
uated with the widely-used metric AP of boxes prediction
across IoU thresholds from 0.5 to 0.95. Additionally, we
report APr, APc, and APf , which indicate the boxes AP for
rare, common, and frequent categories, respectively.
Implementation Details. We adopt the ImageNet [4] pre-
trained ResNet-50 [13] as the backbone with a Feature Pyra-
mid Network (FPN) [26] as the neck. The network is trained
using the SGD algorithm with a momentum of 0.9 and a
weight decay of 0.0001. During the training phase, scale

method AP APr APc APf

RetinaNet [27] 18.5 9.6 16.1 25.0
+EQLv2&Focal 20.5 (+2.0) 12.6 19.2 25.4

FCOS∗ [42] 22.6 12.7 20.9 28.9
+EQLv2&Focal 23.0 (+0.4) 14.1 21.3 28.7

PAA [18] 23.7 14.2 21.6 30.2
+EQLv2&Focal 24.1 (+0.4) 16.5 22.1 29.8

ATSS [48] 24.7 13.7 23.4 31.1
+EQLv2&Focal 25.2 (+0.5) 15.0 24.3 30.8

Faster R-CNN [36] 24.1 14.7 22.2 30.5
Seasaw Loss [44] 26.4 (+2.3) 17.5 25.3 31.5

Table 1. Results of different one-stage detectors with the com-
bination of focal loss and EQLv2 [39] on LVIS v1 benchmark.
EQLv2&Focal indicates this combination. All detectors are
trained with ResNet-50-FPN by a 2x schedule using a repeat factor
sampler. FCOS∗ indicates that the reported FCOS result is trained
with a center-sampling strategy [48].

jitter and random horizontal flipping are adopted as the data
augmentation. We train the model with a total batch size
of 16 on 16 GPUs (1 image per GPU) and set the initial
learning rate as 0.02. The prior probability of the last layer
in the classification branch is initialized to 0.001 as men-
tioned in [27,40]. During the inference phase, we resize the
shorter edge of the input image to 800 pixels and keep the
longer edge smaller than 1333 pixels without changing the
aspect ratio. No test time augmentation is used. As one-
stage detectors often predict boxes with low scores, we do
not filter out any predicted box before NMS (set the mini-
mum score threshold to 0). Following [11], we select the
top 300 confident boxes per image as the final detection
results. Since most experimental results of two-stage ap-
proaches are based on the Mask R-CNN [12] framework,
their released detection performance APb is affected by the
segmentation performance. We report the detection results
of those works by rerunning their code with the Faster R-
CNN [36] framework for a fair comparison. All models
are trained with the repeat factor sampler (RFS) by a 2x
schedule. For our proposed EFL, we set the balanced factor
αt = 0.25 and the base focusing parameter γb = 2.0 which
are consistent with focal loss [27]. The hyper-parameter s
is set to 8 and more details about the impact of such a scale
factor is showcased in Sec. 4.3.
Stabilized Setting and Improved Baseline. As presented
in Tab. 1, there is a large performance gap between the two-
stage baseline Faster R-CNN [36] and the widely-used one-
stage detector RetinaNet [27]. To bridge this gap, we inves-
tigate plenty of one-stage frameworks to establish an im-
proved baseline that is more appropriate for the long-tailed
task. ATSS [48] stands out among those methods with its
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backbone method strategy sampler epoch AP APr APc APf

ResNet-50

two-stage
Faster R-CNN [36] end-to-end RFS 24 24.1 14.7 22.2 30.5
EQL [40] end-to-end RFS 24 25.1 15.7 24.4 30.1
EQLv2 [39] end-to-end RFS 24 25.5 16.4 23.9 31.2
Seasaw Loss [44] end-to-end RFS 24 26.4 17.5 25.3 31.5
cRT [17] decoupled RFS+CBS 24+12 24.8 15.9 23.6 30.1
BAGS [25] decoupled RFS+CBS 24+12 26.0 17.2 24.9 31.1

one-stage
RetinaNet [27] end-to-end RFS 24 18.5 9.6 16.1 25.0
Baseline† end-to-end RFS 24 25.7 14.3 23.8 32.7
EFL (Ours) end-to-end RFS 24 27.5 20.2 26.1 32.4

ResNet-101

two-stage
Faster R-CNN [36] end-to-end RFS 24 25.7 15.1 24.1 32.0
EQLv2 [39] end-to-end RFS 24 26.9 18.2 25.4 32.4
Seasaw Loss [44] end-to-end RFS 24 27.8 18.7 27.0 32.8
BAGS [25] decoupled RFS+CBS 24+12 27.6 18.7 26.5 32.6

one-stage
RetinaNet [27] end-to-end RFS 24 19.6 10.1 17.3 26.2
Baseline† end-to-end RFS 24 27.0 14.4 25.7 34.0
EFL (Ours) end-to-end RFS 24 29.2 23.5 27.4 33.8

Table 2. Main results of EFL compared with other methods on LVIS v1 val split. Baseline† indicates the improved baseline. RFS and
CBS indicate the repeat factor sampler and the class balanced sampler, respectively. All end-to-end methods are trained by a schedule of
2x with the RFS while the decoupled methods have an additional 1x schedule with the CBS during the fine-tuning stage.

simplicity and high performance. From experiments, we
discover that the training processes of most one-stage de-
tectors are pretty unstable with result fluctuations and some-
times encountering NaN problems. Intuitively, the primary
culprit is the abnormal gradients in the early training stage
caused by severe imbalance problems. To stabilize the train-
ing processes, we adopt the stabilized settings that extend
the warm-up iterations from 1000 to 6000 and utilize the
gradient clipping with a maximum normalized value of 35.
Meanwhile, in ATSS, we adopt an IoU branch to replace the
centerness branch and set the anchor scale from {8} to {6,
8} with the hyper-parameter k = 18 to cover more poten-
tial candidates. The combination of stabilized and improved
settings is adopted as our improved baseline. Unless other-
wise stated, EFL is trained with the improved baseline.

4.2. Benchmark Results

To show the effectiveness of our proposed method, we
compare our approach with other works that report state-
of-the-art performance. As demonstrated in Tab. 2, with
ResNet-50-FPN backbone, our proposed method achieves
an overall 27.5% AP, which improves the proposed im-
proved baseline by 1.8% AP, and even achieves 5.9 points
improvement on rare categories. The result shows that EFL
could handle the extreme positive-negative imbalance prob-

lem of rare categories well. Compared with other end-to-
end methods like EQL [40], EQLv2 [39], and Seesaw Loss
[44], our proposed method outperforms them by 2.4% AP,
2.0% AP, and 1.1% AP, respectively. And compared with
decoupled training approaches like cRT [17] and BAGS
[25], our approach surpasses them with an elegant end-to-
end training strategy (by 2.7% AP and 1.5% AP). Besides
the high performance, we keep the advantages of one-stage
detectors like simplicity, rapidity, and ease of deployment.

With the larger ResNet-101-FPN backbone, our ap-
proach still performs well on the improved baseline (+2.2%
AP). Meanwhile, our approach maintains stable perfor-
mance improvements compared with all existing methods,
whether they are end-to-end or decoupled. Without bells
and whistles, our method achieves 29.2% AP that estab-
lishes a new state-of-the-art. Notably, the performance of
rare categories on the improved baseline does not gain too
much performance improvement from the larger backbone
while EFL does (from 20.2% AP to 23.5% AP). It indicates
that our proposed method has a good generalization ability
across different backbones.

4.3. Ablation Studies

Influence of components in EFL. There are two compo-
nents in EFL, which are the focusing factor and the weight-
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WF FF AP APr APc APf

25.7 14.3 23.8 32.7
✓ 26.1 15.6 24.5 32.6

✓ 26.2 17.7 24.7 31.5
✓ ✓ 27.5 20.2 26.1 32.4

Table 3. Ablation study of each component in Equalized Focal
Loss. WF, FF indicate the weighting factor and the focusing factor,
respectively.

s AP APr APc APf

0 25.7 14.3 23.8 32.7
1 26.3 16.3 24.6 32.6
2 26.6 17.6 24.6 32.7
4 27.3 19.9 25.5 32.6
8 27.5 20.2 26.1 32.4

12 26.5 19.9 24.6 31.6

Table 4. Ablation study of the hyper-parameter s. s = 8 is adopted
as the default setting in other experiments.

ing factor. To demonstrate the effect of each component, we
train the model with our proposed improved baseline by a
2x schedule and repeat factor sampler. As shown in Tab. 3,
both the weighting factor and the focusing factor play sig-
nificant roles in EFL. For the focusing factor, it achieves an
improvement from 25.7% AP to 26.2% AP. Meanwhile, it
brings a significant gain on rare categories with 3.4% AP
improvement, indicating its effectiveness in alleviating the
severe positive-negative imbalance problems. And for the
weighting factor, we investigate its influence by setting the
focusing factor always be γb among all categories in EFL.
Thus the function of the weighting factor could also be re-
garded as a reweighting approach combined with focal loss.
As expected, the weighting factor outperforms the improved
baseline by 0.4% AP. By the synergy of these two compo-
nents, EFL dramatically improves the performance of im-
proved baseline from 25.7% AP to 27.5% AP.
Influence of the Hyper-parameter. Too many hyper-
parameters will affect the generalization ability of a method.
In this paper, our proposed EFL only has one hyper-
parameter s that is also one of the advantages of our work.
We study the influence of s with different values and find
that s = 8 achieves the best performance. As presented in
Tab. 4, almost all s ≥ 0 could increases the performance
of the improved baseline. What’s more, s keeps relatively
high performance in a wide range. It indicates that our EFL
is hyper-parameter insensitive.
Influence of components in the improved baseline. We
investigate the influence of three components in our pro-
posed improved baseline: the stabilized settings, the IoU

STS IB IA AP APr APc APf

25.8 18.1 24.5 30.6
✓ 26.1 18.6 24.8 30.8
✓ ✓ 26.8 18.7 25.4 31.9
✓ ✓ 26.5 20.0 24.8 31.1
✓ ✓ ✓ 27.5 20.2 26.1 32.4

Table 5. Ablation study of each component in our proposed im-
proved baseline. STS, IB, IA indicate the stabilized settings, IoU
branch, and increased anchor scale, respectively.

method EFL AP APr APc APf

RetinaNet [27] 18.5 9.6 16.1 25.0
✓ 20.5 (+2.0) 15.2 18.6 24.8

FCOS∗ [42] 22.6 12.7 20.9 28.9
✓ 23.4 (+0.8) 14.9 21.9 28.7

PAA [18] 23.7 14.2 21.6 30.2
✓ 25.6 +(1.9) 19.8 23.8 30.2

Baseline†
25.7 14.3 23.8 32.7

✓ 27.5 +(1.8) 20.2 26.1 32.4

Table 6. Results of EFL combined with other one-stage object de-
tectors. FCOS∗ indicates that the reported FCOS result is trained
with a center-sampling strategy [48]. Baseline† indicates our pro-
posed improved baseline.

branch, and the increased anchor scale. The models are all
trained with our proposed EFL. As presented in Tab. 5, the
stabilized settings stabilize the training process and bring
some performance improvement (+0.3% AP). Combined
with the stabilized settings, the IoU branch and the in-
creased anchor scale improve the original EFL by 1.0%
AP and 0.7% AP, respectively. Notably, compared with
the ATSS in Tab. 1, even without the stabilized and im-
proved settings, our EFL still brings a significant perfor-
mance improvement (from 24.7% AP to 25.8% AP, +1.1%
AP). And combined with those settings, the performance
improvement is further increased. Our approaches outper-
form the improved baseline by 1.8% AP as demonstrated
in Tab. 2. The results indicate that the improved baseline
is beneficial to the improvement of EFL but not necessary.
Meanwhile, the stabilized settings are detector-agnostic that
could be applied well with other one-stage detectors. Actu-
ally, all RetinaNet and FCOS∗ experiments are trained with
the stabilized settings to avoid the NaN problem.

4.4. Model Analysis

Combined with other one-stage detectors. To demon-
strate the generalization ability of EFL across different one-
stage detectors, we combine it with RetinaNet, FCOS∗,
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Figure 4. Comparisons of the difference between the mean pre-
dicted scores of positive samples and negative samples among cat-
egories on LVIS v1 val split.

PAA, and our improved baseline, separately. As presented
in Tab. 6, EFL performs well with all those one-stage detec-
tors. Compared with the combination of EQLv2 and focal
loss in Tab. 1, our proposed EFL maintains a stable large
performance gain (about +2% AP) over the original detec-
tor. What’s more, EFL dramatically improves the perfor-
mance of those detectors on rare categories, which shows
our strength in settling the long-tailed distribution problem.
A more distinct decision boundary. We investigate
whether EFL has a more distinct decision boundary on rare
categories classifiers than the focal loss. Since EFL greatly
focuses learning on the positive-negative imbalance prob-
lem of rare categories, the margin between positive samples
and negative samples of those categories should be promi-
nent. To confirm such a view, we adopt the mean predicted
scores of positive samples and negative samples to indicate
this margin. As presented in Fig. 4, the baseline focal loss
keeps a small margin between positive and negative samples
of rare categories. In contrast, our proposed EFL increases
the margin of all categories especially for rare categories,
resulting in more distinct decision boundaries.

4.5. Results on Open Images Detection

To verify the generalization ability to other datasets, we
conduct a series of experiments on the challenging Open-
Image dataset [20]. We adopt the Challenge 2019 split
as the benchmark. Challenge 2019 is a subset of Open-
Images V5, and it contains 500 categories that also suf-
fer from the long-tailed distribution problem. The 1.7M
images in the train split are used for training while the
41k val split is used for validation. It is worth noting that
all experimental settings are consistent with them searched
in the LVIS v1 benchmark without any tuning. To better
understand the improvement on rare categories, following

method AP AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5

R-50 w/ FPN
Faster R-CNN [36] 43.1 26.3 42.5 45.2 48.2 52.6
RetinaNet [27] 32.1 21.0 34.0 35.4 35.6 34.2
Baseline† [48] 43.3 19.4 44.3 49.5 50.6 52.2
EFL (Ours) 51.5 52.8 52.9 50.8 50.2 50.9

R-101 w/ FPN
Faster R-CNN [36] 46.0 29.2 45.5 49.3 50.9 54.7
RetinaNet [27] 35.8 26.4 38.9 38.3 38.1 36.8
Baseline† [48] 44.7 19.6 46.6 51.1 52.3 53.4
EFL (Ours) 52.6 53.4 53.8 51.4 51.8 52.3

Table 7. Results on OpenImages Challenge 2019 val split.
Baseline† indicates our proposed improved baseline.

the settings of [39, 40], the categories in Challenge 2019
are divided into five groups (100 categories per group) ac-
cording to the instance numbers. We adopt the widely-used
mAP@IoU=0.5 metric for evaluation and indicate the mAP
of the above five groups as AP1 to AP5. Where AP1 is the
AP of the first group with the rarest categories and AP5 is
the AP of the last group with the most frequent categories.
All models are trained by a schedule of 120k/160k/180k
with the random sampler. As presented in Tab. 7, our pro-
posed improved baseline greatly improves the performance
of one-stage detectors. It brings about 11% AP improve-
ment compared with the widely used RetinaNet. Combined
with the improved baseline, our proposed EFL achieves an
overall AP of 51.5% with the ResNet-50 backbone, which
outperforms the two-stage baseline Faster R-CNN and the
improved baseline by 8.4% AP and 8.2% AP, respectively.
What’s more, EFL significantly improves the performance
of the rare categories with an improvement of 33.4% AP on
AP1 split. With the larger ResNet-101 backbone, our pro-
posed method still performs well and brings significant AP
gains. Meanwhile, it maintains an excellent performance
on rare categories. All experimental results demonstrate the
strength and generalization ability of our method.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we study how to build a high-performance
one-stage object detector in the long-tailed case. We iden-
tify the positive-negative imbalance degree inconsistency
among categories as the primary difficulty. A novel Equal-
ized Focal Loss (EFL) is proposed to protect the learning of
one-stage detectors from extreme imbalance problems. Our
proposed EFL is the first solution to the one-stage long-
tailed object detection. Combined with some improved
techniques and stabilized settings, a strong one-stage detec-
tor with EFL beats all existing state-of-the-art methods on
the challenging LVIS v1 benchmark.
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